Case History – Evaluation of Corroded Copper and Iron Water Pipes at Golf Course and Resort

A client was experiencing persistent corrosion problems in the water pipes at a golf course and resort. Matco Services was contracted to determine the root cause of corrosion of the pipe system and to provide recommendations for water treatment. A description of the site work is summarized as follows:

- The hotel annex hot water is on a recirculating system, and the pipes were reportedly replaced in 1999. Flow rates within the 1.25” diameter pipe are reportedly a maximum of 100 gallons/minute (gpm). The annex water is from both domestic wells and an allowance of city water (up to 150,000 gallons/day). Chlorine is monitored twice daily with automatic chemical feeder additions.
- The condenser water chiller pipe has been in service only 8 months. The condenser, with copper tubes, is in service 11 months per year, and water treatment is reportedly conducted by an outside service.

Samples were collected for subsequent lab testing.

Lab Evaluation:

As Received Observations (2 examples of samples evaluated):

- The OD portions of the 1.25” diameter copper hot water pipes from the hotel annex exhibit heavy white deposits on the elbows with occasional green and yellow deposits. Upon splitting, the pipes exhibit a tenacious light brown deposit which overlies a dull grey-black deposit.
- The ID of the 6” diameter iron pipe is characterized by numerous small rust colored corrosion tubercles with occasional grey longitudinal artifacts. Black magnetic corrosion products underlie the tubercles. Evaluation of the pipe ID corroded surfaces using a dilute hydrochloric acid did not produce a rotten egg (H$_2$S) smell.
- Combined with the magnetic nature of the black deposits, it is suggested that the corrosion occurrence is not associated with microbiologically induced sulfate reducing bacteria. At one position within the pipe (reportedly 6 o’clock position in service) adjacent to the flange assembly, three large deep corrosion pits are observed.

Surface and Cross Section Examinations: Horseshoes and comet tails, vestiges of erosion, will align themselves with the flow direction. The alignment of the comet tails and horseshoes observed are not always aligned along the longitudinal axis of the pipe, suggesting that turbulence is associated with the erosion as may result from the high flow rate of water through the pipe elbows. Longitudinal cross section metallographically prepared samples show that the erosion has penetrated through more than half of the wall thickness in the areas examined.

The solder joint in the straight 1” cold water copper pipe length indicates that one side of the joint is shown to be tight, but free of any solder, as compared to the other side of the joint with solder penetrating almost to the end of the joint. No defects other than the incompletely sealed joints were observed on this pipe sample, and the OD deposits are considered to be attributable to leaks resulting from the poorly soldered joints.
The surface and polished cross section of the 5/8" hot water laundry room copper pipe indicate the characteristic of the ID surface are typical of erosion corrosion. The mechanism results from a repetitive cycle of surface deposit formation, breakdown and removal of the deposit with high flow rates, and reformation of the deposits. The various stages of this cycle are clearly depicted by the copper, green and black areas of the ID surface. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image more clearly resolves the surface topography, and reveals the clear presence of erosion artifacts. Cross section metallographic examination shows up to 50% wall thinning has resulted in the sample area examined.

The surface and polished cross section metallographic specimens of the condenser iron pipe indicate surface topographies of the typical pipe ID and deep pitted areas. The photographs suggest that the deep pits result from the removal of progressive layers of the general corrosion on the pipe surface by erosion. It should also be pointed out that the pipe is not iron, but is a hot rolled carbon steel exhibiting a microstructure of ferrite plus lamellar carbide with banding and inclusion clusters oriented in the rolling direction.

**SEM/EDS Analyses:** Samples of the deposits present on the OD and ID surfaces of the submitted samples were obtained for examination using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and semi quantitative chemical composition analysis using and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The SEM/EDS analyses reveal several interesting findings with regard to the corrosion issues displayed by these samples. The results are generalized by the following discussions.

In erosion corrosion, as displayed by the 1.25" hotel annex and laundry room hot water pipe samples, the turbulence of the water inside the pipe disrupts and removes the normally formed protective cuprous oxide and carbonate films. This stage is flow-induced erosion. The bared copper reforms the protective cuprous oxide, but subsequent turbulence again removes it to oxide. Repetitive formation and removal results in the observed erosion of the pipe surface and erosive effects are enhanced with time by the accumulation of erosion debris solids suspended in the water.

The 1" hotel annex cold water pipe sample does not exhibit erosion corrosion, and the only deficiencies observed are the poorly soldered joints. The presence of zinc and tin in the corrosion debris from the OD of the pipe sample confirm that water leakage through the joints is the cause of the OD deposits. The adherent greenish-yellow deposit over the dark cuprous oxide on the ID surface is likely a combination of copper compounds (oxide, chloride, carbonate) provides additional corrosion protection. Although not observed in the submitted sample, localized breakdown could lead to pitting corrosion.

SEM/EDS analysis of the condenser iron pipe reveals the unusual presence of copper in association with the corrosion products. The electrochemical potential of copper is more noble than that of iron, and copper deposits can set up local galvanic corrosion cells where the iron is anodic (corroding) to the copper (cathodic or protected). The likely source of copper is from the copper tubes of the condenser. Copper deposition is unlikely in flowing condenser water, but it is reported that the condenser is idled for 1 month/year. After the corrosion cell initiates at the copper deposits and tubercles are formed, the corrosion process can further propagate by under-deposit corrosion due to local differences in oxygen. The ID surface condition of the pipe as newly installed is not known, but an oxidized (black) surface should be avoided to mitigate the possibility of corrosion initiation by oxygen differential beneath adherent scale (iron oxide).
Water Analysis:

All of the hotel annex waters (copper pipes) are neutral to alkaline (pH 7.7-8.1) and are hard, with high levels of total dissolved solids (TDS) and high conductivity. Low levels of manganese are found, and the chlorine levels are low to moderate for chloride induced corrosion concerns. Calculated Langlier indices of the waters indicate that they are generally in balance, and as observed, do have some tendency for forming protective deposits on the pipe ID surfaces.

The condenser water (iron pipe) is alkaline (pH 8.5) and is very hard with very high levels of conductivity and TDS. The copper content of the water is about 0.2 ppm, about the threshold level for copper deposit corrosion concerns. The Langlier index is negative, and calcium carbonate deposition is not anticipated (as observed). In the presence of dissolved oxygen, the lack of such deposition suggests a strong probability of corrosion, with or without the observed copper deposition.

Conclusions and Recommendations:

- Evaluations of 1.25" hot water copper pipes from the hotel annex indicate that the observed corrosion results from flow rate induced erosion. The erosion of the samples examined occurs in association with sharp radii on the elbow inside bends. The reported flow rates within the pipes are up to 10 times over the recommended limits.
- Erosion corrosion is also identified as the cause of failure of a straight run of 5/8" laundry room hot water copper pipe.
- Flow rate induced erosion will manifest itself into more damaging traditional erosion as the process stream is contaminated by hard deposits and corrosion debris.
- Erosion corrosion is mitigated by consideration of the following factors:
  - Reduce Flow velocity.
  - Increase pipe size.
  - Avoid formation of turbulent flow by increasing bend radii and good fit-up.
  - Reduce corrosivity of water.
  - Filtration to remove suspended solids.
  - Reduce temperature.
- Evaluations of a 1" cold water copper pipe from the hotel annex reveal poorly soldered joints accounting for the failure of the submitted samples.
- Generally, the hotel annex waters are in balance and are observed to form protective cuprous oxide films and water deposits on the tube ID surfaces.
- The condenser iron pipe sample (determined to be hot rolled carbon steel) exhibits tuberculation on the entire ID surface with deep pits occurring by erosion of the generally corroded surface at a high flow position. The water is indicated to contain copper, and copper induced corrosion and/or oxygenation are likely root causes of the general corrosion of the pipe.
- Occurrences of the condenser feed water pipe corrosion may be mitigated by consideration of water chemistry (inhibitors, promote protective film formation, eliminate copper source), coating the pipe ID in the high wear area, use of a more corrosion resistant material and deaeration.
Matco would be pleased to assist you in additional evaluations of your waters and pipe failures. Such evaluations may include but not be limited to on-site examination and evaluations, additional water analyses (dissolved oxygen content), water corrosivity evaluations and specific water or materials and design recommendations.

This investigation has found the primary cause of corrosion of the annex copper hot water pipe to be associated with flow rate induced surface damage (erosion corrosion). The reported flow rates of up to 100 gpm for the 1.25" diameter pipes are approximately 10 times the recommended maximum flow rate. The 1" cold water pipe does not exhibit erosion corrosion, and exhibits a well formed protective deposit film, however, solder penetration of the joints on the sample provided are of very poor quality.

The condenser corrosion is a result of a poorly balanced water chemistry that will not form a protective deposit layer, combined with galvanic corrosion sites resulting from copper deposition, likely during the idle month when the unit is not in operation. There is also a possibility of oxygenation corrosion. The extensive pits appear to be a manifestation of erosion at isolated active corrosion sites.
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